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Scottish Landscape & Scottish Golf Calendars

50   to 100 calendars £7.20 each 101 to 250 calendars £7.00 each
251 to 500 calendars £6.80 each 501 to 1000 calendars £6.60 each
1001 + calendars £6.30 each

Wall Calendar Artwork

Setting up and overprinting of corporate details which are exact repeats of a 
previous year (or new orders which are prepared from acceptable digital artwork) will cost

£65.00, including one proof for approval.  Any alterations, or work required on artwork supplied,
will be charged at cost depending on the necessary work.

Additional proofs will be charged at £20 each.

Crinan, Argyll

The opening of the Crinan Canal in 1801 removed the long (at times, hazardous) voyage
around the Mull of Kintyre for fishing boats heading to the Atlantic. Nowadays it is heavily
used by leisure craft, to take advantage of the short, eight mile trip to Ardrishaig, on Loch
Fyne. Crinan itself is simply charming, with the twelfth century Duntrune Castle keeping an
ever-watchful eye on proceedings from its dominant perch across the loch. 
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View to 18th green, Bothwell Castle, Uddingston      
5955 yards   Par 70   SSS 70
The photographer had a lump in his throat as he captured this magnificent view, across the
pond to the last hole at Bothwell Castle. One hundred years ago, his father would have
been playing cricket for Uddingston, just a quarter of a mile away on Bothwell Castle
Policies!   The golf course has matured into a magnificent, tree-enfolded challenge and offers
stunning surrounds for golfers, particularly as the autumn colours make their presence felt.
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Scottish Desk Calendars

50 to 100 calendars £ 6.50 each
101 to 250 calendars £ 5.70 each
251 to 500 calendars     £ 5.60 each
501 to 1000 calendars     £ 5.40 each
1001 + calendars £ POA

Each page of the Desk Calendar is Gloss Laminated

Overprinting of Desk Calendars

Assuming all overprinting to be displayed is supplied digitally to our printer, 
the cost will be £48. If both landscape and golf calendars are ordered 

(minimum of 50 of each) the charge will be £96, as each version is printed separately. 

If our printer requires to prepare data for overprinting, an additional charge 
will be incurred (quantifiable on request).
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Scottish CD Style Calendars

50 to 100 calendars £ 3.85 each
101 to 250 calendars £ 3.60 each
251 to 500 calendars     £ 3.45 each
501 to 1000 calendars     £ 3.35 each
1001 + calendars £ POA

Each Calendar is supplied in a clear plastic

CD Style Crystal Case

Assuming all overprinting to be displayed is supplied digitally to our printer, 
the cost will be £48. If both landscape and golf calendars are ordered 

(minimum of 50 of each) the charge will be £96, as each version is printed separately. 

If our printer requires to prepare data for overprinting, an additional charge 
will be incurred (quantifiable on request).
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2018 Golf Desk Calendar
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Due to the increased rates being applied to large item postage by the Royal Mail,
Golf Galleries will again be offering a mailing and fulfilment service to customers at
greatly reduced rates.

Posting and Packing the complete order:

You provide GGL with address labels for client recipients and GGL pack and post the calendars on
your behalf.

Information will be handled with the utmost respect and security, and can be supplied elec-
tronically for GGL to produce the mailing labels. If you prefer to supply hard copy labels then
we will apply these at our production facility on your behalf.

All items are sent via Royal Mail account and can be easily traced by our staff and if required, a for-
warding address applied to ensure undelivered items are returned to you or to GGL for redirection.

Wall Calendars
£ 3.40 (plus vat) for First Class post

£ 2.75 (plus vat) for Second Class post

These postage charges are over and above the price of the calendar.

Where you would prefer some calendars to be posted directly to your client recipients by GGL and
the balance delivered in bulk to your office, there will be an additional delivery charge of £40.

Where you take delivery of all your calendars in bulk to a single delivery
point, delivery will remain free.

Mailing and 

Fulfilment Service 
2017
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Donald Ford
Scotland’s Photographer

Donald Ford was born in Linlithgow in 1944 into a
sporting family. His father, a veterinary surgeon, won three
Scottish caps at cricket, his elder brother Malcolm won
nineteen (both were also talented football players) while
his mother boasted a Ladies' Championship victory at
Linlithgow Golf Club. It was football which took priority
for Donald and in 1964, while halfway through a five year
indenture to a firm of Edinburgh Chartered Accountants,
he signed for Hearts, playing as an amateur until 1968
when, having passed his CA finals, he signed professional
forms with the club.

He subsequently enjoyed a further seven seasons at
Tynecastle, winning three League caps and three full
Scottish caps to add to nine amateur caps and was a
member of the Scotland World Cup squad at the finals in
1974. A knee injury brought his football career to an end
in 1976. His cricketing career with West   Lothian County
blossomed however, and in 1980, during his third year as
captain of the club, he was included in Scotland's first ever
Benson & Hedges squad.

Professionally, he continued to practise as an  accountant
in the business he had established in Linlithgow in 1968,
and moved premises to Bathgate in the late 1980s.
However, he sold his practice in 1991.

With enormous support from his wife Carol and
members of the family, he then embarked on a new
career in Scottish landscape photography.  A turning point
came in 1994, when he and Carol bought an old property
in South Queensferry and opened the Donald Ford
Gallery. He began publishing his work and his first
Scottish calendar for 1996 went on sale with all 4,500
copies selling out.

Since then, several large books of both his landscape and
golf photography have been published, many of which
have gone all over the world. 

His work is widely distributed to both private and
corporate sources and the annual publications of his
Scottish golf course photography, in particular, are now
acknowledged as the finest available. He has gained
recognition as one of Scotland's outstanding
photographers of golf courses, including the more
modest as well as the household names.  Many of his
photographs feature in magazines, club brochures, annual
handbooks on Scottish Golf, and of course, in Donald's
own publications.

His strength of composition and obvious love of
Scotland' kaleidoscopic characteristics are major features
of his photography. Never better are they evidenced than
in some wonderful shots of early morning light on many
of Scotland's finest links, from his favourite haunts amidst
the unique landscape of Assynt, or aboard any of the
Hebridean Isles - Inner and Outer - whose fantastic
lightscapes turn the west coast into a photographer's
dream.


